
Roxy Savage EARTHTIME 60 second video project
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Program Type Workshop
Art Form Digital Media & Technology
Curriculum/a STEM | Social and Emotional Learning | Environmental Awareness
Target Grades High School (9th - 12th grade) | Young Adult (18 - 21 years old) | Family

View Artist & Programs

Roxy Savage

Testimonial

"Having the opportunity to work with AFLCT has been truly beneficial; they've provided unique experiences that have
positively impacted our students. Their professional artists are strong role-models who encouraged students to take risks,
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find their voices, and be confident young people. They assisted in the process of inspiring our students to discover their
individual identities and be able to self-assuredly express and share their ideas and opinions."

Description

EARTHTIME 60 second video project focuses on just that: making a 60-second video about the earth we live on. The
program begins with a video depicting impactful images featuring artworks about climate change and the environment,
followed by a basic
tutorial on shooting, and editing videos on Smartphones, tablets, and Imovie. 

Through guided instruction, students go outside (school/home perimeter) to shoot a 60-second video of their home
environment. Student directive: shoot the earth, sky, sea, land, buildings, sidewalks, grass, animals, etc. Students edit their
videos and share with classmates. The clips can be edited together as a class project.

Objectives

The aim of this workshop is to engage students in using technology to make a video featuring the environment they live in.
The emphasis for this project is observation, exploration, and process, not a finished product. The goal is to inspire students
to look carefully at the local place they live and use this video project as a springboard for conversations about the earth,
environment, science, urban planning, nature, food, gardens, and climate change.

Pricing Information

One workshop $ 515
Back to back $810

Virtual: one session $370/session
Virtual two sessions $515/session

Video

Program Length

2-hour workshop: Can be taught in 2 hour periods or broken up into 2 one-hour blocks.

Participants

classroom max 20 -23 students

Technical Specifications

Participants will need video recording devices: smartphones/ tablets/cameras/video cameras.
If devices are limited, students can go out in pairs and teams and take turns using recording devices. 
Access to computers to share and upload with classmates.
Remote learning: zoom, Microsoft teams, internet connection
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